In-Floor Scale
Model SRV947IFS

The SRV947IFS is a flush mounted platform scale. This is a great alternative when floor space is at a premium. The flush surface eliminates tripping hazards and hallway accessibility issues.

The scale’s durable frame is coated with an aggregate infused polyurea coating that provides a slip-free surface for animals, reducing the fear that animals often experience with a scale.

The large capacity allows pets to be easily weighed in kennels by taring out the kennel weight.

A built in surface ring makes cleaning underneath the scale quick and easy.

---

**CAPACITY**
400 Lbs or 182 Kgs

**LARGE WEIGHING SURFACE**
The scale’s large 24” x 48” anti-skid surface makes it ideal for gathering weight on large or small animals.

**ALWAYS ON**
AC wall power means the scale is always on and ready to weigh.

**AUTO-HOLD**
Scale will automatically lock in on weight above 1 Kilogram.

**WIRELESS CAPABILITY *OPTIONAL***
Scale comes with bluetooth wireless output that communicates with the SR Scales app on android devices.

**MEMORY RECALL**
Recall the last stored weight.
In-Floor Scale
Model SRV947IFS

SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

**MAX WEIGHT**
400 Lb / 182 Kg

**DISPLAY RESOLUTION**
.2 Lb / .1 kg

**BUTTON FUNCTIONS**
Zero/Weigh, lb/kg, Hold/Recall

**DISPLAY UNITS**
Pounds / Kilograms

**POWER**
120 VAC 50-60 Hz

**HELD WEIGHT**
Press “Hold/Recall” to store the current weight. Pressing “Hold/Recall” again will retrieve the last stored weight.

**ALWAYS ON**
Scale is always on in the background zero-tracking and will automatically wake up and lock a stable weight when weight is detected.

**WARRANTY**
Two (2) Years

ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PART NUMBER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IN FLOOR SCALE WITH WIRELESS</td>
<td>SRV947IFS-BT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PACKAGING**

**DIMENSIONS in [cm]**

**Note:** Professional installation is required. Please consult with an SR team member prior to purchase.

Specifications subject to change without notice.